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CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

How many times have I heard that 
question after a student fi nishes a writ-
ten test or while working on a project 
in class? I am not naive; I know that my 
students are not listening to French 
music, even when I suggest it and show 
them what they can download. They 
want to listen to their music, the sounds 
and rhythms of their lives. Many of my 
students spend every waking hour sur-
rounded by music. I do have students 
who enjoy the French music that I 
present in class. Some sing it down the 
hallways. But I am more likely to hear 
students humming familiar Top 40 songs 
in class or fawning over the latest pop 
star to hit the paparazzi scene. I have to 
admit to humming the tunes myself on 
the drive home from school, wonder-
ing how I can incorporate them into the 
classroom effectively and authentically.

Language educators have been 
talking about authentic materials and 
experiences for some time now. Students 
are asked to relate to materials and text 
that have no grounding in their own lives 
except for how different those things 
are from what they encounter every day. 
I love authentic materials; they make 
class much more real and can add to 
a student’s intrinsic motivation when 
they realize they have read, listened to, 
and understood something that is really 
meant for French speakers. I use them in 
the classroom every day, and my instruc-
tional units begin and end with authentic 
materials and tasks. I watch my students 
struggle, become more familiar with, and 
hopefully grasp at least a part of the lin-
guistic and cultural challenges inherent 
in authenticity. True, these materials are 
authentic to the French. They do not feel 
very authentic to my students; they are 
foreign, strange, and distant. The angel 
on my shoulder tells me to stick with it. 
The devil on the other shoulder argues 
that I should incorporate materials that 
are more authentic to my very American 
student population.

Let’s face it, most of our students 
hear and speak French between 30-90 
minutes a day, in our isolated classrooms, 
away from the stresses and drama of 
real life. How authentic is that? How can 
we embrace a part of their lives and 
integrate it into the study of the Franco-
phone cultures and the French lan-
guage? As French instructors, we know 
that it is absolutely authentic to hear 
an American or English song on French 

radio, or to watch an English-speaking 
pop star giving an interview on French 
television. We also know that French ado-
lescents and young adults are exposed to 
the Anglophone (and more specifi cally, 
American) culture much more than their 
American counterparts are exposed to 
the French. Is it not worthwhile, and a bit 
interesting, to use those modern songs 
that are so familiar to our young listeners 
to help them succeed in using French 
(and even, a bit selfi shly on my part, to 
enjoy class that much more)?

These melodies can serve, for exam-
ple, as a way to remember some of the 
more diffi cult concepts (like conjugation, 
especially in the lower levels) that serve 
as tools to communication, all while 
relating to their experiences and mak-
ing French class just that little bit more 
relevant. I adapt new, modern songs 
for my French classes, giving them a bit 
of their own authenticity linked to the 
French classroom. Every few years I will 
need to change the song to better refl ect 
the incoming student population (this 
also keeps me somewhat in the loop as 
each year I begrudgingly distance myself 
more and more from my students with 
age). My students love that I create these 
songs for them, and they take pride in 
singing them. This year, I created three 
new conjugation songs (and there are 
surely more to come) that I fi nd to be 
incredibly useful and fun tools to help 
students remember those essential verbs 
that will serve them throughout their 
French studies and beyond. The best 
songs are those with easily recognizable 
melodies, with a limited vocal range, and 
usually an upbeat tempo to energize the 
classroom (“When I Was Your Man” breaks 
this last rule but the melody is catchy). I 
hope that National Bulletin readers can 
use these songs as well, or get the itch to 
rewrite the latest hit themselves. 

Être – to the tune of “Dynamite” (Taio 
Cruz)

I throw my hands up in the air some-
times, saying “ÊTRE, I don’t get ya” /
But then I conjugate and realize that 
it’s “ÊTRE, the verb that fi ts ya” /
It’s got je suis, tu es, il est, elle est, nous 
sommes, vous êtes, ils sont, elles sont
AM – ARE - IS, it’s the verb TO BE /
Come on now, sing along with me!

Avoir – to the tune of “Firework” (Katy 
Perry)

You just gotta conjugate for je tu il /

Yeah conjugate nous vous ils elles /
Bébé c’est le verbe AVOIR /
J’ai - tu as - il a - elle a /
Au pluriel c’est  / 
Nous nous nous avons / 
Vous avez - ils ont - elles ont

ER verbs - to the tune of “When I Was 
Your Man” ( Bruno Mars)

The endings go like
E, ES, E
ONS, EZ, ENT
I should’ve conjugated
In the present tense
Should’ve put on those endings
So my verbs made sense
Should’ve taken off the E-R
And added the ends
‘Cause without an ending my verbs
Are just infi nitives
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EST-CE QUE JE PEUX ÉCOUTER MON IPOD?


